Trail Map
Upwey Farm - South Woodstock, VT
This land is privately owned. Please be respectful by staying on the trail & carrying out what you carry in. Enjoy & Thank you!

Map Features
- Lands Conserved with UVLT
- Lands conserved with VLT
- Upwey Farm Trail ~ 1.5± miles
- Public footpath ~ 0.25± miles
- Roads
- Private ways

Data Sources: Land cover was digitized using NAIP aerial imagery (2011) distributed by USDA Geospatial Data Gateway; Contours are 20' Hydro DEMs distributed by TRORC; Conserved lands boundaries from UVLT in-house records & data provided by VLT; Trail length is approximate and based on handheld GPS data collected in 2011 (ALB); Map projection: VT SPCS, NAD 83, m; Map prepared July 2012 (ALB)

Trails are managed in partnership with GMHA, VAST & UVLT

THIS MAP IS NOT A SURVEY and should not be used or construed for such purposes.